
Year 12 Photography 
Induction, Summer 2020

2 year course

Year 12 is about developing your camera skills and exploring editing processes

Year 13 Personal investigation of your own choice plus mandatory essay (worth 
in total 60% of final A2 grade); exam unit (worth in total 40% of final A2 grade)

Exam Board AQA



Staffing for next year in Goffs Art Department

Miss Brown (Head of Art)

Ms Brew

Mr Clancey

Trainee teacher Mr Barter

Technician Mrs Makewell





Year 12 Focus – your theme will be 
‘Bodyscapes’
Some students will be coming to us with several years experience of Photography and some with none.  We 
will be covering all the basics through the project theme of Bodyscapes:

Camera skills (using manual settings)

Different lens types and effects

Lighting (natural versus artificial)

Editing techniques (on and off the computer)

Exploring artists and responding to artists

Developing ideas

Essay writing (structure)

There will be the opportunity to visit the Royal Academy Summer Exhibition – this will feed into your Year 13 
A2 Personal Investigation (which will start when Exam Leave ends – beginning of June)

https://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/art-and-design/as-and-a-level/art-and-design

Follow this link to download and read the specification

https://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/art-and-design/as-and-a-level/art-and-design


What equipment will you need for starting the 
course

➢A memory/USB stick – suggest 16 GB plus
➢Text Book:  The Beginner's Photography Guide: The Ultimate Step-by-Step 

Manual for Getting the Most from your Digital Camera (available at 
Amazon for under £12)

➢A4 ring binder and dividers (you will be required to keep 
handouts/feedback organised and ready to be seen)

➢A lined note book (for recording notes/verbal feedback/deadline etc)

➢Note: You do not need a camera – we have a loaning system which enables you 
to borrow camera/tripod over the weekend.



Summer/Induction Task 1: Subject Knowledge

Over the Summer we expect you to develop your subject knowledge about different photographers.

You will need to record these in your notebook, or you can record your findings on a PowerPoint 
presentation.

On the next slide is a list of photographers you will need to look at and record information about; 
there is also an example modelled for you on the next slide.  

➢You will need to save and print at least one suitable example of their work

➢Describe what their work is about

➢What colour they commonly work with 

➢Do they have a specialism (e.g. portrait, fashion etc)

➢Techniques the artist has used (types of lighting, shutter speed, blur etc)

➢Record your sources (Website URL Links)



Summer/Induction Task 1: Subject Knowledge

Photographers

• Robert Mapplethorpe

• Cindy Sherman

• Irving Penn

• Yosumasa Morimura

• Richard Avedon

• Tim Walker

Model



Summer/Induction Task 1: Subject Knowledge
Now find 6 of your own photographers.  You can choose any.  
Look for Photographers you don’t know about – this is about 
building up your subject knowledge.  Here are some links to 
websites for you to look at.  Pinterest is also good – I have 
added a link (if you don’t have an account you will need to 
make one to join).

https://www.npg.org.uk/collections/search/portrait-
list.php?search=sp&sText=photographers&displayNo=60

https://www.pinterest.co.uk/tbr4739/photographers-to-inspire/

https://www.all-about-photo.com/photographers/A-Z-photographers.php

https://www.tate.org.uk/search?q=photographers

Remember to record –
notebook or PowerPoint

https://www.npg.org.uk/collections/search/portrait-list.php?search=sp&sText=photographers&displayNo=60
https://www.pinterest.co.uk/tbr4739/photographers-to-inspire/
https://www.all-about-photo.com/photographers/A-Z-photographers.php
https://www.tate.org.uk/search?q=photographers


Summer/Induction Task 2: Practical 
Task

http://www.carlwarner.com/photographer/

Background about the Photographer:

Carl Warner went to art college to become an 
illustrator but found that photography was a much 
faster medium to work in. For every one illustration, 
he says he could make a dozen photographic images.  
He now creates photographs for the advertising 
world.  Some of his clients include: Unilever, Hugo 
Boss and Nestle.

https://www.bing.com/video
s/search?q=carl+warner+vide
os&docid=608048664585571
985&mid=504D9183F2AFCF0
A9468504D9183F2AFCF0A94
68&view=detail&FORM=VIRE

Firstly watch how Carl creates 
pieces.  This short video 
shows his process.  It’s a 
lengthy one and rather 
overwhelming but just watch 
how much planning and 
organisation goes into one of 
his shoots.

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=carl+warne
r+videos&&view=detail&mid=79C76AD749CAEC453
10879C76AD749CAEC453108&&FORM=VDRVRV

Now watch this short video.  This will show you how 
he goes about producing something quite quickly to 
demonstrate how he reacts to the objects in terms 
of their form, colour and surface qualities/textures.  

http://www.carlwarner.com/photographer/
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=carl+warner+videos&docid=608048664585571985&mid=504D9183F2AFCF0A9468504D9183F2AFCF0A9468&view=detail&FORM=VIRE
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=carl+warner+videos&&view=detail&mid=79C76AD749CAEC45310879C76AD749CAEC453108&&FORM=VDRVRV


Summer/Induction Task 2: Practical Task
http://www.carlwarner.com/photographer/

http://www.carlwarner.com/photographer/


Summer/Induction Task 2: Practical Task

Having seen now what Carl does and how he creates his photographs, your 
task is to create 2 Carl Warner inspired pieces (your choice on what you use 
– remember the objects you choose will be better if they are related) and 
photograph them using whatever camera device you have (a mobile phone is 
completely fine).
Things you will need to consider:
> Choice of objects
> Arrangement
> Backdrop (he used a blue tray in his quick food video to create the sky)
> Suitable camera angles
You should aim to take 30 photos for each shoot (exploring different angles, 
different parts of the arrangement)



When you attend Goffs in September you will 
need to bring with you:
• Everything on the equipment list

• Your Photography research task (12 photographers in total)

• Your Carl Warner inspired photoshoots (on your USB)

You will be shown how to present this work in September as part of 
your Induction.


